Abstract
Completion of a partially occluded object requires that a representation of the whole is 23 constructed based on the information provided by the physically specified parts of the 24 stimulus. Such processes of amodal completion rely on the generation and maintenance of a 25 mental image that renders the completed object in visual working memory (VWM). The 26 present study examined this relationship between VWM storage and processes of object 27 completion. We recorded event-related potentials to track VWM maintenance by means of 28 the contralateral delay activity (CDA) during a change detection task in which 29 to-be-memorized composite objects (notched shapes abutting an occluding shape) were 30 primed to induce either a globally completed object or a non-completed, mosaic 31 representation. The results revealed an effect of completion in VWM despite physically 32 identical visual input: Change detection was more accurate for completed as compared to 33 mosaic representations when observers were required to memorize two objects, and these 34 differences were reduced with four memorized items. At the electrophysiological level, 35 globally completed (versus mosaic) objects gave rise to a corresponding increase in CDA 36 amplitudes. These results indicate that, while incorporating the occluded portions of the 37 presented shapes requires mnemonic resources, the complete-object representations thus 38 formed in VWM improve change detection performance by providing a more simple, regular 39 shape. Overall, these findings demonstrate that mechanisms of object completion modulate 40 VWM, with the memory load being determined by the structured representations of the 41 memorized stimuli.
Introduction

52
Amodal completion refers to the phenomenon that occluded parts of an object are 53 perceptually 'filled in' (Michotte, Thines, & Crabbe, 1964 /1991 , that is, missing information 54 is (re-) constructed based on the partial physical stimulation available (see Figure 1 , 55 composite, for example stimuli). Representing amodally completed objects has been 56 suggested to rely on mental imagery (Nanay, 2010) . While completion is largely dependent 57 on the structural properties of a given stimulus (van Lier, van der Helm, & Leeuwenberg, 58 1994), it may additionally be influenced by background information, such as semantic 59 knowledge about a given object or the context within which it is presented -providing 60 further information about what the occluded parts of an object (may) look like (Hazenberg & . On this view, rather than just subserving passive maintenance of visual information for 64 short periods of time, VWM does also involve active processes of generating (hidden) parts 65 of objects in memory. The current study was designed to investigate such active object 66 completion processes in VWM, that is, to elucidate how physically specified parts of a 67 stimulus are combined with completed fragments to generate a coherent, whole-object 68 representation.
69
A common and widely used paradigm for studying VWM is change detection (Luck & 70 Vogel, 1997). In this paradigm, participants are asked to remember a set of objects in an 71 initial memory display. After a retention interval, a test display is presented and participants 72 have to indicate whether a change has occurred in one of the objects in the test as compared 73 5 to the memory array. The typical finding is that some three to four objects can be maintained 74 concurrently in VWM (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Cowan, 2001 ). However, the number of items 75 that can be stored has also been shown to be influenced by the information load associated 76 with the individual, to-be-memorized objects. For instance, Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) 77 demonstrated that change detection performance varies as a function of stimulus complexity, 78 with a reduced number of only about one memorized item for more complex objects (e.g., 79 Chinese characters, shaded cubes), as compared to four items for more simple objects (e.g., 80 colored squares). Thus, VWM is limited in capacity: it can represent only relatively few items, 81 where the overall number of items that can be retained varies for different types of objects. to-be-memorized items, CDA amplitudes were found to be larger for more complex (random 93 polygons) than for simple objects (colored squares) -in line with the view that VWM is 94 modulated by stimulus attributes and the load they place on processes of maintenance (Luria, to the visible part of the figure (Sekuler & Palmer, 1992) . Presentation of the memory display 116 was followed by a brief delay, after which a (simple-object) test probe appeared. The task was F(1, 16) revealed that effectively only 1-2 composite objects could be remembered (see Figure 3b) . A for global than for mosaic objects).
347
Our simple-object results may be directly compared to previous, related studies that Over and above these established effects of perceptual complexity in VWM, our results
359
for composite objects demonstrate a novel link between object completion and memory load.
360
In particular, our findings show that identical perceptual input may lead to differences in the proposal that more elaborate processing, involving mnemonic resources, is required to create 374 complete-object representations from physically specified fragments (Biederman, 1987) In summary, the present study shows that the construction of an integrated object 422 requires VWM resources that depend on structural information of the (to-be-) represented 
